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A Dutch interior designer and a well-travelled photographer  
worked together to create a warm and quirky family home in 
Amsterdam, mixing finds and brands from all over the globe.

By Marieke van Gessel  Photographed by Marc van Praag this page: in the downstairs living room, Ghost sofa by PAOLA NAVONE for Gervasoni; vintage lamp with 
HOUBENSIEBELINK silk shade; MARCEL WOLTERINCK side table; CASAMANCE Topaze sheer  

linen curtains; vintage BENI OUARAIN rug; Li photograph by BILLY UND HELLS from Morren Galleries.  
opposite page: in the conservatory downstairs, antique cabinet with marble top; dragon from Indonesia;  

MOBACH vase; ANTHROPOLOGIE chair; cushion in MARTYN LAWRENCE BULLARD fabric;  
I Love You to the Moon and Back artwork from ANNA + NINA. Details, last pages.
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 A  culturally resplendent artistic Amsterdam 
neighbourhood that houses three museums  
and  a  world-class concert hall, the Royal 
Concertgebouw, may not on the surface sound  
like the perfect place to call home for a Brady  
Bunch-like blended family of six — but if you’re 
prepared to step outside the frame and look at  
the bigger picture, anything’s possible.

“Quite a lot of international musicians and well-known writers live 
here,” says photographer Nicole Dohmen, who lives a stone’s throw 
from the Concertgebouw in a three-storey Dutch Neo-Renaissance 
brick house with her husband, Maarten Biezeveld, and their four 
children from previous relationships. “It’s a lively, sociable 
neighbourhood.” Built in 1902 in the Oud-Zuid (‘Old South’) 
district, Dohmen’s home features high ceilings, bay windows and 
a fireplace in almost every room.  ››

this page: in the upstairs living room, Grand National sofa from ASCENSIÓN  
LATORRE, upholstered in ‘Fame’ velvet by LIZZO; ‘Birdy’ side table by URBAN 
OUTFITTERS; dragon from Indonesia; custom-made table by XYLEIA; MARCEL 
WOLTERINCK rug; photograph by MARC LAGRANGE, from Jaski Gallery.  
opposite page: in the conservatory, hanging chair from HK LIVING; black-and-white  
cushions from 33 RUE MAJORELLE; petrified wood table from Marcel Wolterinck.
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“I delve deep into the personality 
of the homeowner and push them  

to follow their own taste”  
— NICOLINE BEERKENS

‹‹  When it came to renovating and decorating the house, Dohmen 
turned to interior designer Nicoline Beerkens, who had assisted her 
on the previous home she shared with her ex-husband in another 
area of Amsterdam. The two women discovered they were kindred 
spirits with a lot in common: both have a business background — 
Dohmen studied sales and marketing; Beerkens studied law — and 
their creative talents took bloom later in life. Dohmen went on to 
work for fashion company Diesel and graduated from the Photo 
Academy in Amsterdam, while Beerkens walked into the studio of 
an interior designer in Los Angeles and realised immediately it was 
the profession for her. After working on international projects with 
Dutch interior designer Marcel Wolterinck and British interior 
designer Kate Hume, Beerkens started her own firm, NB Projects, at 
the end of 2014; earlier this year, she opened a showroom and studio 
in the PC Hooftstraat, Amsterdam’s most expensive shopping street.

Taking into consideration the shortcomings of Dohmen’s former 
home — she describes it as “beautiful, but very dark and a bit hotel-
like” — the duo chose to open things up when designing the new 
space. “Here I wanted a light, warm and 
inviting home for my new blended 
family,” says Dohmen. “Plus we needed 
enough space for our heirlooms, 
furniture from our former residences and 
finds from our travels.” Dohmen says she 
fell for the property because, at more 
than 400 square metres, it was large 
enough to accommodate two adults and 
four children — three boys and a girl, all 
aged between 8 and 10 — while offering 
ample light and a large garden. A further 
bonus was that the property was in good 
condition after having been restored by 
the previous owners, but nevertheless it 
still took nearly a year to renovate and 
decorate before the family could move in 
during November 2015. 

“The basement, which was previously 
used for storage, had to be transformed 
into a playroom for the children, and in 
the attic we replaced some walls to create 
separate bedrooms and a bathroom for 
them,” says Beerkens. “However, it was 
mostly the finishing that took time. We 
removed the carpets from the stairs and 
had doors redone with glass panels to let 
in more light.” Every room features 
intriguing objects, furniture pieces and 
works of art from around the world, 
generating a relaxed, holiday-like 
atmosphere. The earthy feel is enhanced 
by an abundance of natural materials and 
colours — greens, blues and browns — 
and animal images and objects. 

The kids are free to play and jump 
around, even on the six-metre-long sofa 
in the living room, though this is in 
theory the ‘smart room’, meant to stay 
tidy and quiet. The airy home reveals 
itself to be a children’s paradise, with two 
rabbits in the sunny back garden, a swing 
and climbing rope in the bedrooms and 
a  niche in the extended conservatory 
featuring heating in the walls that allows 

the children to warm up when the temperature outside plummets.  
“There is no particular style but a mixture that reflects my many 
different interests, such as photography, fashion and spirituality,” 
Beerkens says. “I delve deep into the personality of the homeowner 
and push them to follow their own taste, not a trend or conventional 
solution. I urge them to buy things they really love when they see it. 
Working with Nicole was a gift, because she has gathered so many 
wonderful things. We just had to find the right place for them.” 

Dohens and Beerkens enjoy a creative compatibility that ensures 
their collaborating is far from done. “We share the same taste, 
interests and attitude,” says Beerkens. “We are so in sync —we’re  
going to work together on other interior projects.” VL
Visit nicolinebeerkens.com.

clockwise from above left: designer Nicoline Beerkens (left) and 
homeowner Nicole Dohmen. In the master bathroom, ‘Z1’ ceiling 

light by AY ILLUMINATE; mirrors by POMAX; antique  
Chinese cabinet from OCTOBER INTERIOR; ‘Lazy Sofa’  

bath by B DUTCH. In the entrance hall, ‘Golden Hand’ chair by 
POLS POTTEN; lamp with silk shade by HOUBENSIEBELINK;  

‘fossil desert rose’ object from MARCEL WOLTERINCK; Lola 
photograph by BILLY UND HELLS from Morren Galleries. 
In the  upstairs living room, ‘Fulcrum Light’ pendant by LEE 
BROOM; Eames ‘Lounge Chair’ by VITRA; ‘Pavo’ side table 
from ANTHROPOLOGIE. In the third-floor main bedroom, 

‘Zeppelin’ chandelier by MARCEL WANDERS for Flos; 
Ghost bed by PAOLA NAVONE for Gervasoni.

In the conservatory sitting and dining area, Diamond ‘M Copper’ ceiling lamps from POLS POTTEN; custom-made 
steel-and-oak table and built-in bench by DESIGNEDBYDAVID.COM; ‘Wishbone’ chairs by HANS J WEGNER 

for Carl Hansen & Søn; fluffy cushions from WESTWING; 200-year-old herringbone parquet floor retrieved 
from a French monastery from De Oude Plank; ‘Calamine’ wall paint by Farrow & Ball. Details, last pages.


